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COMPUTATION BOOK

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

In all work iu which accuracy and ease of reference are important, much depends upon carrying out the computation

0 a systematic manner. The following instructions, taken from the Ewngiucering Department Figuving Book of the
Allis-Chalmers Co., serve as a guide in this matler.

“All computations.ofwhateyerkind, are to be made in these books, except in cases
where special blanks may be provided for specific kinds of computation. Computations may
be made in ink or pencil, whichever may be more convenient. Pencil figuring should be
done with a soft pencil. All the work of computation should be done in these books,
including all detail figuring.”

“Each subject should begin on a new page, no matter how much space may be left on

the previous page. The subject, with the date of beginning it, should be plainly written at
the top of the first page of the subject.”

“Work should be done systematically, and as neatly as consistent with rapidity. The
books are, however, intended for convenience, and no unnecessary work should be done for

sake of appearance only. Errors should be crossed off instead of erased, except where the
latter will facilitate the work. Work should not be crowded. Paper costs less than the time

which would be expended in attempting to economize space in making erasures.”
“Where curves drawn on &lt;ection paper (or sketches) are necessary parts of a computa-

tion, they should be pasted in the book, except where specifically otherwise provided for.”
“Computations should be indexed, in the back of the book, by the person using the book.”
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Excerpts from paper published in the Photographic Society of America
Journal, written by J. Warren Gillon of Eastman Kodak Company
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*

Effective Photographic Exposure® of Kodatron Speedlamps

Rel. Exposure Rel. Axial Exposure Effective photographic
at 1 meter at 1 meter. Ignr exposure at 1 meter

Lamp {noreflector) ._Jdnreflector=_fromMihisource
. © 100 100 59 MeCeSe

500 w. 3200°% 970 14,550 8,600 m.c.8.
Lamp #1 (now in use) 1,290 19,300 11,400 m.c.s.
Lamp #2 (New type)

¢Effoctive photographic exposure &amp;8 used herein is in terms of the number of neter-
sandle seconds of exposure required with a 3200. tungsten lamp to produce the
same density on Kodatron Film as the Kodatyon Lamp would produce when operated
at 2000 volts and 112 nf, at 1 meter.

#tixial reflector factor = 15 (measured by Tuttle and Brown).

TableIL
Filter Factors of the 2A and 88 Filters When Used with the Kodatron Speedlamp

2A Filter 88 Filter

Esulsion {0 ravialot apsorbine) " {Infraredtransmitting)28000K. Laop 42 200%. Lamp #1 Lamp £2
Cine Positive 2.0 3.2 3.3 - -

Kodatron Pan 1.2 1.8 1.6

1-N Plate 1.4 25 2.5

#Lamp now being used

wthow type lamp

re

TableIV
Guide Exposure Numbers for Kodatron Speedlamp Photography

Kodatron Prof. Kodachrome 35-mm. Koda-~ Infrared
Panchromatic Film 1 chrome Film Shee

Kodatron Speedlamp A40 40 32 12
Kodatron Portable Speedlamp 220 20 16 6

*Data given for new type lamp

Ll, With Ko. 1 Haze Filter over lens
2. With CCl5 Filter or No. 1 Haze Filter over lena
3. With Ko. 87 Filter ovsr lens
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itel., Exposure Iiel. Axial Exposure Eff- ective pho ap

. at 1 meter ut 1 weter. Rup exposure Pe hy feds
at (no reflsctor) in reflector

] 2 o no reclac I from livht _gource
500 we 3R00TR 100 100

2 0Latin #1 (now in use 7 14,550
p #1 ( i use) 1,290 19,300

Lamp Fe (Mew type)

¢nfTactive photographic exposure as used herein is in terus of the numbtwr of meter
winila seconds of exposure required with a 3200°. tungsten lamp to produce the
same density on Xodatron Fil as the Kodatron Lamp would produce when opsrated
at 2000 volts and 112 mf. at 1 neter.

eixinl reflector fuctor = 15 (measured by Tultle wid Brown).
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‘Uliraviolst absorbing) -
J Lanp 0 Lap #2
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sina Positive
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sea'aled transmitting) »
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Table IY
*

Julde xposure Hunbsrs for Kodatron Speedlacp Photography

Kodatron Prof. Kodachrome 35-mma. Koda-~ Infrared
Panchronatic Film 1 chrome Film Shee

Film Duyli.ht Type  Davlicht Type? _F

lodatron Opeadlanp 440 60 12
‘odatron cortauble Speedlany 220 20

“Data iiven for new type lamp

#ith Ko. 1 Haze Filter over lens
Lith CCl5 Filter or lo. 1 Haze Filter over lens

Je sith leo. 87 Filter cover lens






